CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

6.1 Conclusion

There are three point which is consist in this project title “Web Sejarah Maluku Utara”, and the conclusion is:

1. The history, culture, language and tradition of North Maluku Kingdom. To introduce to the people about history, culture, language and tradition from each four clan in the North Maluku.

2. Creating local web interface. This is driven by the lack of official website which explain the whole history about North Maluku.

3. Ease of access and migration from conventional book to web page interface. By the time, technology is taking over our life style and this is one of many way to stay in touch with history through technology.

The web program about North Maluku history which create using PHP and Mysql is to introduce one of the many rich culture and history in Indonesia especially in North Maluku, where there are four Major kingdom. Most people has not understand deeply about four major kingdom in North Maluku, as same as the local resident, the lack of history knowledge of North Maluku is the main reason of making this North Maluku kingdom history web page.

The web is consist of information about the kingdom in the North Maluku, beyond that the historical description, it is also to get known of culture, clan, traditional weapon, traditional house and language from each Sultanate of North Maluku. This web is expected to be helpful for most people and increase interest of reading about one of the culture in Indonesia especially from North Maluku.
6.2 Suggestion

By the making of this program is able to be used as one of the tools to increase the people knowledge in Indonesia, also it can be example to introduce other culture through electronic media by the time.